Main Text:
Human development requires precise temporal and spatial regulation of gene activity.
Congenital heart disease, the most common birth defect, is often caused by mutations in transcription factors leading to abnormal gene expression (1, 2). Even today, the mechanism of how these signaling pathways control lineage specification is largely unknown. Chromosome conformation capture technologies such as Hi-C have shown that the three-dimensional organization of the genome is dynamic during development, and abnormal chromosomal architecture has been implicated in a range of diseases (3) (4) (5) (6) . We have previously shown that epigenetic modifications are dynamically regulated during cardiomyocyte differentiation (7) , and that integration of epigenetic data defines general patterns of gene regulation during differentiation. To gain insights into the role of nuclear architecture in cardiac development we combined in situ DNase Hi-C (8), RNA-seq and ATAC-seq during cardiac differentiation from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) (9) . We show that cardiac development genes are regulated at the level of nuclear architecture and that these structural dynamics influence gene regulation transcriptionally. Because the nuclear architecture of hPSC-cardiomyocytes closely resembles that of human fetal cardiomyocytes, these dynamics likely reflect early steps in human cardiogenesis.
We generated highly pure populations of cardiomyocytes (CMs) from karyotypically normal undifferentiated RUES2 hESCs (Fig. 1A , S1A-C, >90% cTnT+). During differentiation, these cells pass through stages representative of early development including mesoderm (MES), and cardiac progenitor (CP), before reaching definitive CMs (7, 9) (fig. S1D ). We performed in situ DNase Hi-C (8) on these stages of differentiation with two independent biological replicates, along with two fetal heart samples (table S1) Using eigenvalue decomposition of our contact maps, we separated each chromosome into A/B compartments, which reflect regions of active and repressive chromatin, respectively (10) . Principle component analysis (PCA) of the A/B scores at 500kb resolution separates the samples by time point over PC1, while PC2 likely separates samples by cardiomyocyte purity (Fig. 1C) . Early fetal hearts, while consisting of ~70% cardiomyocytes (11, 12) , include other cell types such as fibroblasts. Overall the genome is split into ~50% A, ~50% B compartments at each time point ( fig. S3A ), and the majority of these compartmental assignments are invariant during differentiation (Figs. 1D-E) . However, we find that 19% of the genome change compartment during differentiation, and that clustering of dynamic regions recapitulates the differentiation trajectory ( To examine the dynamic regions, we generated differential contact maps between CMs and hESCs ( fig. S3B ). We observe that many of the strongest gains in long range interactions are associated with the B compartment. Genome-wide analysis shows that stronger intrachromosomal (cis) contacts occur between homotypic regions (A-A or B-B compartments), compared to between heterotypic regions (A-B) ( fig. S3B ). In hESCs, we observe that average cis interaction signal between A compartments is strongest, while during differentiation this switches to favor signal between B compartments-a trend supported by patterns in fetal heart (Figs.1H, S3C ). In contrast, inter-chromosomal interactions (trans) are consistent over differentiation and favor A-A interactions (figs. S3D,E). Together these observations suggest a model whereby during differentiation heterochromatic regions pack more tightly, specifically within chromosome territories in cis, while inter-chromosomal interactions are most likely to occur between active regions.
To investigate those genes that may be drivers of compartment changes, we performed RNA-seq on the same stages of differentiation, along with the fetal hearts (table S2). Similar to Hi-C, PCA separates RNA samples by differentiation state and cardiomyocyte purity ( Fig. 2A ).
We find that ~7500 genes are differentially regulated during differentiation (Figs. 2B, S4A). In contrast to Hi-C most of the dynamic changes are cell-type specific. While RNA-seq reveals similarities between hPSC-CMs and the fetal heart ( (table S3) . Focusing this analysis on those genes in regions that transition from B to A highly enriches for genes involved in heart development, such as the structural gene alpha-actinin (ACTN2) (Fig. 2D ,E, table S4). This suggests that many heart development genes may initially be sequestered in the B compartment and move to A upon activation. Strikingly, even though only 4% of the genome shows 2-step dynamics (A-B-A or B-A-B; Fig. 1G ), genes that are transiently in the A compartment show peak expression in the CP stage (Fig. 2C ). Among these, BMPER and CXCR4 are the highest expressed in CPs, both of which have important roles in cardiomyocyte function (15, 16) (fig. S4B ). Gene repression is also associated with dynamic compartments. For instance, the mesoderm regulator EOMES is initially in A compartment (but surrounded by B region) and switches to B upon downregulation at the CP stage ( fig. S4C ). Taken together, these observations show that genomic regions dynamically transitioning between compartments occur coincident with transcriptional regulation and the observed patterns are consistent between stem cell derivatives and the fetal heart, suggesting important developmental control.
Given the strong enrichment of CM-upregulated genes in the regions of the genome that transition from B to A, we sought to determine whether there are specific characteristics of these genes relative to other upregulated genes. Regions that transition from B to A have lower gene density ( fig. S4D ), suggesting these genes may be more isolated and exert a stronger influence on their region of the genome. We find that upregulated genes in B to A regions are larger than other upregulated genes (Fig. 2F) . While upregulated genes are not more isolated (start site to start site) when normalized for gene size, heart development genes exhibit greater promoter isolation relative to other genes ( fig. S4E,F) , suggesting that isolation of cardiac development genes may be a mechanism to allow for individual regulation. Using expression data from 37 adult tissues (17) we find that those genes that are upregulated and go from B to A are more heart-enriched as determined by a higher expression rank in heart tissue compared to other upregulated genes (Fig. S4G) . This supports a model by which large, lineage specific, cardiac genes are initially insulated in B compartment and transition to A upon activation. Further, the promoter isolation of developmental genes may allow for individual regulation. To determine whether changes in higher order organization occur coincident with local changes, we performed ATAC-seq to measure local accessibility across differentiation (table   S5) . Similar to our previous study using DNase hypersensitivity peaks (19), we find a greater number of peaks in hESC and MES compared to CM (Fig. 3A) . Clustering pairs replicates, and orders the samples by differentiation state (fig. S6A ). During differentiation, there is an increase in the fraction of peaks in A compartment (Fig. 3B, S6B,C) , consistent with the Hi-C data, and supporting the model that heterochromatic regions becomes more condensed. Stage-specific peaks are on average more distal to TSSs than less dynamic peaks, consistent with enhancer activity ( fig. S6D ). Similar to the gene expression data, we find that CM-specific ATAC-seq peaks are enriched in regions that transition from B to A and are depleted in A to B regions.
hESC-specific peaks are enriched in regions that are constitutively B compartment, consistent with the overall decrease in B region accessibility (Fig. 3C) . Stage-specific peaks are enriched in motifs corresponding to developmental transcription factors ( fig. S6E ), in agreement with another recent study (20) . Interrogating the regions that transition from B to A, we find that these regions are enriched for peaks present in CP and CM stages and significantly depleted in constitutive peaks (Fig. 3D) . The top motifs within these peaks matched GATA and NKX motifs, both important cardiogenic transcription factors (Fig. 3E) . GATA is a pioneer transcription factor and thus may play a pivotal role in opening up chromatin and driving the transition from B to A compartment (21) . One such example is the gene NEBL, which encodes the sarcomeric protein nebulette, and is often mutated in familial dilated cardiomyopathies (22) . The NEBL locus transitions from B to A compartment in CM stage, following increased accessiblity of a GATA motif in its promoter and coincident with large-scale transcriptional activation in the CM stage (Fig. 3F) . Thus, local changes in chromatin accessibility occur coincident with changes in RNA expression and large scale genome organization.
A major finding from our analyses is that regulation of large, developmental genes specifically relies on structural changes in genome organization. A prominent example is titin, an essential cardiac protein, which when mutated is the leading cause of dilated cardiomyopathy (23) . The TTN locus transitions from B to A, coincident with an opening up of the local chromatin structure and upregulation of transcription (Figs. 4A, S7A ). There is a corresponding increase in accessibility at the full length promoter of TTN as well as an internal promoter (24) (Figure 4B ). Interestingly, we also observe three peaks of accessibility within TTN that decrease during differentiation (one 1KB downstream, another ~100KB into the gene and the third at the TTS), all of which overlap CTCF peaks (25) . This is suggestive of a physically proximal chromatin hub at this locus in hESCs (26) . Indeed, focusing on cis interactions upstream and downstream of TTN's TSS, we identified a decrease in downstream signal during differentiation, with little change upstream ( fig. S7B) . Together, these data support a model where in hESCs the TTN locus is tightly compact, and during differentiation the locus opens up, transitions from B to A compartments, and activates transcription.
Interactions between genomic regions in trans might involve important gene regulatory complexes such as transcriptional or splicing machinery. TTN's move to the A compartment during cardiogenesis prompted us to explore its trans interactions in detail. During cardiac differentiation there is a switch in TTN's trans interactions from an enrichment with B compartment to A (Fig. 4C) . The regions within the enriched trans contacts in the CM stage include 279 genes that are also upregulated during the differentiation, including genes involved in cell surface signaling and muscle contraction (table S6) . Two of those TTN-interacting cardiac genes are CACNA1C (which encodes a component of the L-type calcium channel; Chr 12) and KCNIP2 (which encodes a voltage-gated potassium channel; Chr 10) (fig. S7C ). All three of these genes are subject to alternative splicing, a process regulated by the cardiac-specific protein RBM20 (27) . RBM20 promotes exon exclusion, and mutations in RBM20 lead to cardiomyopathies (28) . We focused on a set of 16 genes, that show both conserved splicing regulation by RBM20 (27) and are upregulated during cardiac differentiation. These 16 genes show a significant Hi-C association in CMs but not in ESCs, with most pairwise interactions showing increased contacts (Figs. 4E-G) . To validate the interaction between the TTN and CACNA1C loci, we performed 3D DNA FISH (Fig. 4H) . We find that the minimum normalized distance between a TTN locus and CACNA1C locus is significantly less in CMs (Fig. 4I) .
Moreover, during differentiation TTN moves significantly further away from the nuclear periphery, suggesting that this gene might be found in a heterochromatic lamin-associated domain in hESCs (29) , and in agreement with its B to A transition during cardiogenesis.
Conversely, the constitutively A compartment gene CACNA1C is found at the same distance from the nuclear periphery in hESCs and CM (Fig. 4J) . Because previous studies have shown that the TTN locus and RBM20 protein co-localize in two nuclear foci in a transcriptiondependent manner (30) , these data suggest the existence of a cardiac-specific splicing factory involving RBM20. We propose that this structure might bring together in the 3D nuclear space loci that are found far away in their primary sequence or even on different chromosomes, thereby enhancing the efficiency of functional alternative splicing.
This study provides a comprehensive integration of Hi-C, RNA-seq and ATAC-seq across a defined time course of human hPSC differentiation into cardiomyocytes to investigate the interplay of local and global chromatin structure on gene regulation. These assays demonstrate dynamic regulation during differentiation and cell fate transitions. In vitro CMs exhibit similar nuclear organization to their in vivo counterparts. Active regions are associated both in cis and trans and have high chromatin accessibility and transcription. In contrast, heterochromatic, silent regions in hESCs are relatively accessible compared to differentiated cells but compact during differentiation coincident with increased long range Hi-C signal and a loss of ATAC-peaks. This is consistent with recent electron micrograph studies on chromatin that show heterochromatic regions are more densely packed relative to euchromatic regions in differentiated cells (31) . While the scope of the current study focused on large scale genome organization during normal differentiation, future studies will examine how this process is disrupted in congenital heart disease, and other diseased states. 
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